It is shown that a lattice-ordered algebra is embeddable in a product of totally ordered algebras provided (i) it is archimedean, contains a left superunit which is an /-element, and satisfies a polynomial identity p(x) > 0 or f(x, y) > 0 (for suitable/(x, y)); or (ii) it is unital, and semiperfect, w-regular, or left w-regular, and some power of each element is positive.
A torsion-free lattice-ordered algebra R over the commutative unital totally ordered domain F is called an l-algebra if for all r, s E R+ -{r G R: r 3* 0} and a EF+ , Then T consists of the f-elements of R; T is a convex /-subalgebra of R which contains 1, if 1 E R+ ; and R is an f-algebra precisely when T = R.
The variety of /-rings, which was introduced by Birkhoff and Pierce in [1] , has been the most extensively studied class of /-rings. This is because an /-algebra is a subdirect product of a family of totally ordered algebras, and, hence, computations in /-algebras can frequently be reduced to the totally ordered case. However, larger classes and varieties of /-algebras have been studied by Birkhoff and Pierce [1] , Diem [2] , Shyr and Viswanathan [3] , and Steinberg [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The /-algebra R is l-prime if the product of two of its nonzero /-ideals is nonzero, and an l-domain if the product of two nonzero positive elements is nonzero. R is reduced if a2 = 0 implies a = 0. In [2, p. 79] Diem asked if an /-prime /-ring R in which the square of every element is positive must be an /-domain. In [7] we have shown that R must be a domain if it is unital or the left and right annihilator ideals of T vanish. More generally, the same conclusion follows if the identity x2 > 0 (actually, (x2)'-0) is replaced by more general polynomial constraints. Let F[x, y] be the free noncommutative F-algebra in two variables x and y. A polynomial f(x, y) E F[x, y] is nice if f(x, y) = -g(x, y) + p(y) + h(x, y) where 0 ¥= g(x, y) is of degree 1 in x and has all its coefficients positive, and h(x, y) -0 or each of its monomials has degree at least 2 in x. f(x, y) is left (right) nice if g(x, y) has a monomial which begins (ends) with x, and is k-nice if h(x, y) E F[xk, y]. For example, -x and (x -y)2 are left and right 2-nice polynomials. From [7] we have the Theorem. Let R be an l-prime l-algebra over the totally ordered domain F. In this note we investigate /-algebras with such polynomial constraints. In particular, we show that the squares positive hypothesis in [4 and 6] can be relaxed; that is, /-algebras with certain constraints that are archimedean, semiperfect, algebraic, -regular or left w-regular must be /-algebras. If r and s axe two elements of the /-algebra R, then r is infinitely smaller than s with respect to F, written r « s, if a \ r |<| s | for each a E F. R is archimedean over F if r « s implies r = 0. R is a PPI l-algebra over F if R satisfies the identity/(x, y)~ = 0 where f(x, y) E F[x, y] and f(x, y) & F. By a left superunit e in R we mean an element e E R+ such that ex > x for each x in R+ . The element a E R is a left f-element if b A c = 0 implies \a j b A c -0, and a weak order unit if | a \ Ab = 0 implies b = 0. For notational convenience we note that F[x, y] is an /-algebra with positive cone F+ [x, y], and we will denote the positive part, negative part and absolute value of f(x, y) by f*~(x, y),f~(x, y) and \f\(x, y), respectively.
1. Archimedean /-algebras. To show that archimedean PPI /-algebras are /-algebras we require two lemmas. Corollary.
The following statements are equivalent for the archimedean l-algebra R over F.
(a) R is an f-algebra. Lemma 2. Let f(x, y) E F[x, y] be a polynomial such that f~(x, y) has a monomial of positive degree in x whose degree in y exceeds the degree of f* (x, y) in y. Suppose that a, e E R+ with a < ea andf(a, ae) > 0 for each a in a cofinal subset of F+ . Then there exist 0 < p G F and q(x, y) E F+ [x, y] with pa"e' « q(a, e) for some integers n 5= 1 and t ^ 0.
Proof. Write f(x, y) = -pm(x, y) + h(x, y), where p > 0 and m(x, y) is a monomial whose degree in y exceeds the degree in y of h+ (x, y). Since a' < eka' if / > 1 and k > 0, a"e' < m(a, e) where n > 1 is the degree of x in m(x, y) and m(x, y) ends in y'. If m(x, y) has degree s iny, then/(a, ae) > 0 implies 0 < pasa"e' < pm(a, ae) < h(a, ae) < h+ (a, ae). lfa> 1, then paa"e' < al_I/i+ (a, ae) < h+ (a, e) -q(a, e), since 5 > degree of y in h+ (x, y).
The equivalence of (a) and (b) in the following theorem is given in [6, Corollary 4, p. 206] for the casep(x) = x2. Also, it is shown in Theorem 8 of [6] that e is a weak order unit precisely when R satisfies x+ x~-0. Thus, the equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from Lemma 1. Theorem 1. Let R be an archimedean l-algebra over F and suppose that R has a left superunit e which is an f-element. The following statements are equivalent.
(a) R is an f-algebra.
(b) R is a PPI l-algebra and satisfies the identity p(x)~= 0 for some p(x) E F[x]. (c) R is a PPI l-algebra and satisfies the identity f(x, y)~= 0, where f(x, y) = -g(x, y) + p(y) + h(x, y) is a right k-nice polynomial with k > 2, and y has higher degree in g(x, y) than in h+ (x, y). «5p(ae) + h(a,ae) *¿\p\(ae) + h+ (a, ae).
Since g(a, ae) A \p\(ae) -0, g(a, ae) < h+(a, ae). By Lemma 2 ae' -0 and hence a2 = 0 since a < e'a. By [7, Lemma 10], a E T. But T is an archimedean /-algebra with a superunit and hence is reduced. So e is a weak order unit of R and by the remarks preceding the theorem, R is an /-algebra. Since the equivalence of (a) and (b) has already been noted and since the implications (a) -» (c) and (c) -» (d) are trivial, the proof is complete.
In view of the theorem in the introduction one might conjecture that the identity p(x)~= 0 could be localized in Theorem 1, namely, replaced by "for each u G R there exists p(x) with p(u) > 0". The following example shows that this is not possible. Let R = Q(vT) = Q © Qv/2 as /-groups. Then for b > 0 or b < 0, p(b) ^ 0 if p(x) = x2; and if b -p + q-fï. •withpq < 0,
Using a polynomial f(x, y) which satisfies the conditions in (c) it is possible to add the following statement as a third equivalence in the corollary.
For each a G [u+ v+ Au", v+ u+ Av~: u,vER} there is an /-element e^0 with (a Ae) V(ea-a)~V/(a,i+)"=0 for each s in the convex /-subalgebra generated by e.
We also note that Diem's example [2, p. 72] shows that an archimedean /-domain with squares positive need not be an /-ring.
2. Chain conditions on the algebra. Recall that the unital /-ring R with Jacobson radical / is local if R/J is a division ring, and semiperfect if R/J is left artinian and idempotents may be lifted from R/J to R. Theorem 2 below is given in [4] for the case in which R has squares positive. Similarly, xa A y = 0 and R is an /-algebra.
Theorem 2. Let R be a unital l-ring such that for each a E R there is an integer n > 1 with a" > 0. If R is semiperfect, tr-regular, left tr-regular or an algebraic algebra over a field, then R is an firing.
Proof. Since the idempotents of R are all positive, they are central and contained in T. If R is semiperfect, then R/J is a direct sum of division rings and, hence, if 1 = ex + • • • +em is a lifting of the orthogonal idempotents of R/J, then R -Rex © • ■ • @Rem as /-rings. So we may assume that R is local. But if u E R+ is invertible and u~" > 0, then u~] = u"~xu~n > 0. So R is an/-ring by Lemma 3. Suppose that R is 77-regular. So for each a E R there is an integer t and b E R with a' = a'ba'; hence e = ba' is idempotent and Ra' -Re. We may assume that R is a subdirectly irreducible /-ring. But then R is an indecomposable /-ring and hence e = 0 or 1. Since e = 1 if and only if a is a unit, the nonunits form a nil ideal. In particular, R is local and hence an/-ring by Lemma But then xb = 1 -(1 -xb) is a unit, and therefore so is b. Since />,/>"' G R+ , as in the proof of Lemma 3, we see that a E T and hence R is an /-ring.
Since an algebraic algebra is w-regular the proof is complete. Let F be a totally ordered field and let Fn be the canonically ordered n X n triangular matrix /-algebra over F. So 
